
DemcoTECH Engineering supplied a mobile ship
offloading and warehouse distribution system for
Grindrod Terminal’s existing fertiliser storage facility at
Maydon Wharf 13 in Durban, South Africa.

The system replaced a trucking system with major
impact on the productivity and costs of the existing
operation. 

The system comprises four 800 tph,1,050 mm mobile
(grasshopper) tyre-mounted conveyors positioned on the
jetty at locations to suit the ship docking requirements
These conveyors range up to 36 m in length.

Once the ships have been offloaded, by grab, the
conveyors convey the fertiliser to a central 32 m long
pivoting and retractable boom conveyor, which straddles
the quayside.

The existing warehouse roof structure was modified
to  incorporate five 98 m long, reversible, multi-point
discharge shuttle conveyors.  These conveyors feed
product into the individual bays in the warehouse.  

Fully sequenced automatic starting and stopping of
the systems ensures a seamless operation, with no
blockages or hang-ups, and the ability to handle different
types and grades of fertiliser.

Grindrod Terminals is part of the JSE-listed shipping
and logistics business, Grindrod Limited. The Grindrod
groups of companies are focused on moving cargo from
the point of departure to final destination and taking care
of all logistics en route.  Grindrod Terminals’ terminal in
the port of Durban at Maydon Wharf focuses
predominantly on fertiliser and containers but the various
facilities are capable of handling a multitude of dry bulk
commodities. 

DemcoTECH Engineering is a specialist bulk materials
handling and niche process plant company offering services
from concept design through to project completion to the
power generation, cement, mining, metallurgical,
manufacturing and port handling industries.  Services
include conceptual design, feasibility studies, design,
engineering, procurement, expediting, construction and
commissioning.  Plant supplied by DemcoTECH includes
troughed conveyors, air-supported conveyors, pipe
conveyors, slewing stackers, pivot boom conveyors and
mobile conveyors.
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